Sufficiency of jets is a very important notion introduced by René Thom in order to establish the structural stability theory. The criteria for some sufficiency of jets are known as the Kuo condition and Thom type inequality, which are defined using the Kuo quantity and Thom quantity. Therefore these quantities are meaningful. In this paper we show the equivalence of Kuo and Thom quantities. Then we apply this result to the relative conditions to a given closed set.
Condition ( K). There is a positive number C > 0 such that x grad f (x) + |f (x)| ≥ C x r holds in some neighbourhood of 0 ∈ R n .
This condition is the Kuo condition in a different way. Therefore condition ( K) is also a criterion for V -sufficiency of z in C r functions.
On the other hand, R. Thom formulated the following condition as a sufficient condition for z to be C 0 -sufficient in C r -functions.
Thom type inequality. There are positive numbers K, β > 0 such that
It is shown in [1] that Thom type inequality condition is equivalent to the Kuiper-Kuo condition.
Throughout this paper, we denote by N the set of natural numbers in the sense of positive integers. Let s ∈ N ∪ {∞, ω}, and let E [s] (n, p) denote the set of C s map-germs : (R n , 0) → (R p , 0). Now we introduce the Kuo quantity K m and Thom quantity T m . The Thom quantity is a generalisation of the left side of Thom type inequality, and the Kuo quantity is a generalisation of the left side of a condition equivalent to condition ( K). 
Related to the Kuo condition and Thom type inequality, we have shown the following result.
(n, p), n ≥ p, the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) There are positive numbers C, α > 0 such that K 2 (f, x) ≥ C x 2r for x < α.
(2) There are positive numbers K, β > 0 such that
The main purpose of this paper is to show the equivalence of the Kuo quantity and Thom quantity, which is a generalisation of the above result in a certain sense. 
Throughout this paper, we use the equivalence ≈ in the following sense:
is a closed ball in R N of radius δ centred at 0 ∈ R N , then we write f g (or g f ). If f g and f g, we write f ≈ g.
In the next section we mention the definitions of C 0 -sufficiency and V -sufficiency of jets, and give the notion of the relative jet of a C s mapping to a given closed set Σ. We shall show our Main Theorem in §3, and apply the theorem to the relative conditions to a closed set Σ in §4. We say that f, g ∈ E [s] (n, p) are C 0 -equivalent (resp. SV -equivalent), if there exists a local homeomorphism σ :
Preliminaries
Let w ∈ J r (n, p). We call the r-jet w C 0 -sufficient, SV -sufficient and V -sufficient in C s mappings, s ≥ r, if any two realisations f , g ∈ E [s] (n, p) of w, namely j r f (0) = j r g(0) = w, are C 0 -equivalent, SV -equivalent and V -equivalent, respectively.
Let us recall the Thom type inequality for f ∈ E [s] (n, p), n ≥ p :
There are positive numbers K, α, β > 0 such that T 2 (f, x) ≥ K x α for x < β.
As mentioned in the Introduction, R. Thom considered this condition with α = 2r in the function case as a sufficient condition for z = j r (f )(0) to be C 0 -sufficient in C r functions. On the other hand, he considered this condition in the mapping case as a sufficient condition for SV -sufficiency of jet. The Kuo condition mentioned in the Introduction is a criterion for V -sufficiency of z = j r (f )(0) in C r functions. This condition is generalised to the mapping case, as a criterion for V -sufficiency of z = j r (f )(0) in C r mappings :
2.2.
Relative jet to a given closed set. Throughout this paper, let Σ be a germ of a given closed subset of R n at 0 ∈ R n such that 0 ∈ Σ. Then we denote by d(x, Σ) the distance from a point x ∈ R n to the subset Σ.
We consider on E [s] (n, p) the following equivalence relation:
Two map-germs f, g ∈ E [s] (n, p) are r-Σ-equivalent, denoted by f ∼ g, if there exists a neighbourhood U of 0 in R n such that the r-jet extensions of f and g satisfy
We denote by j r f (Σ; 0) the equivalence class of f, and by J r Σ (n, p) the quotient set
We can define the notions of C 0 -sufficiency, SV -sufficiency and V -sufficiency of relative jets to Σ, similarly to in the non-relative case. In [2] we gave criteria for the relative r-jet to be C 0 -sufficient and V -sufficient in E [r] (n, p) or E [r+1] (n, p), using the relative Kuiper-Kuo condition and relative Kuo condition (or condition ( K Σ )), respectively.
Proof of Main Theorem
In this section we show the equivalence between the Kuo quantity K m and the Thom quantity T m , namely our main theorem (Theorem 1.3).
Let ord(γ(t)) denote the order of γ in t for a C ω function γ :
). Therefore we have to show the converse. We first remark that if x and y are bigger than or equal to 0, we have
We may write (3.1) as:
Here we remark that the functions g • λ, h • λ, u • λ, v • λ and w • λ are real analytic on [0, δ) and satisfying the conditions
Then we have
Note that we are not considering the second inequality in the case where n = p. Letλ be written as follows λ i (t) = a (i)
. . and u 1 = 0. Since condition (3.1) is invariant under rotation, we can assume that ε 1 (1) < ε 1 (i)
It follows from (3.3) that
By (3.3) again, we have
Therefore there is a p-tuple of integers (k 1 , . . . , k p ) with 1 ≤ k 1 < · · · < k p ≤ n such that
D(x k 1 ,...,x kp ) (λ(t)) |) ≤ ord(|det D(f 1 ,...,fp) D(x i 1 ,...,x ip ) (λ(t)) |) for any (i 1 , . . . , i p ), and ord(|det D(f 1 ,...,fp) D(x k 1 ,...,x kp ) (λ(t)) |) ≤ ord(h • λ) − ε 1 (1). We continue the proof of the converse, dividing it into two cases. We first consider the case where n > p. Then we have the following.
. . . Here we remark that, by (3.4)
Assume, by contradiction, that k 1 = 1 in (3.6). For simplicity, set
Then the determinant of the matrix A(t) is the summation of determinants of the following matrices:
By (3.8) the order of the determinant of the matrix (3.10) is bigger than or equal to ord(C)+ord(h•λ)−ε 1 (1), and by (3.5) the order of the determinant of the matrix (3.11) is bigger than the order of the determinant of the matrix (3.10). Therefore we have
which contradicts (3.6) . This completes the proof of the claim.
It follows from the Claim that there is a p-tuple (k 1 , . . . , k p ) with 1 < k 1 < · · · < k p ≤ n such that condition (3.6) holds. Then
This contradicts (3.3), and it follows that K m (f, .) T m (f, .).
We next consider the case where n = p. Using a similar argument to the proof of the above Claim, we get the same contradiction for
Therefore it follows that K m (f, .) T m (f, .), and this completes the proof.
Remark 3.1. The proof of Theorem 1.3 uses essentially the curve selection lemma. Therefore it is not difficult to see that the results are still valid if we suppose only that f is an arc-analytic and differentiable subanalytic map-germ; see [10] , [5] and [3] for the notions and properties of subanalytic and arc-analytic functions.
((x, y)) = 4xy. Therefore we have
To show that T 2 (f, (x, y)) ≈ K 2 (f, (x, y)), we consider two cases.
In the case where |x − y 2 | ≤ 1 2 y 2 , we have x ≥ 1 2 y 2 . Therefore 64x 4 ≥ 16x 2 y 4 and since for any constant C > 65, 16x 4 y 2 = o((C − 65)x 4 ) we get
in a small neighbourhood of (0, 0) ∈ R 2 ,
In the case where |x − y 2 | ≥ 1 2 y 2 we can see that
in a small neighbourhood of (0, 0) ∈ R 2 . Thus, for any constant C > 65, we have T 2 (f, (x, y)) ≤ K 2 (f, (x, y)) ≤ CT 2 (f, (x, y)) in a small neighbourhood of (0, 0) ∈ R 2 , it follows that T 2 (f, (x, y)) ≈ K 2 (f, (x, y)).
Application to the relative case
We now introduce some notion for a C r -map germ f : (R n , 0) → (R p , 0) in order to extend to the relative case the previous equivalence defined in the non-relative case.
Let Σ be a germ at 0 ∈ R n of closed set such that 0 ∈ Σ. Given a map g ∈ E [r] (n, p) with j r g(Σ; 0) = j r f (Σ; 0). Let f t : (R n , 0) → (R p , 0) denote the C r mapping defined by Let f : (R n , 0) → (R p , 0) be a C 1 map-germ, Σ ⊂ R n be a germ of a closed set such that 0 ∈ Σ and r ∈ N. For m ∈ N, we introduce the following conditions: Remark 4.4. As pointed out in [2] , any r-jet, r ∈ N, has a unique polynomial realisation of degree not exceeding r in the non-relative case, but some r-jets do not have even a C ω realisation in the general relative case. Therefore, in the above theorem, the assumption that j r f (Σ, 0) has a C ω realisation makes sense. Remark 4.6. 1) It follows from the proof of Theorem 1.3 that the equivalence between conditions T m and K m holds for any C 1 map f in a category where the analytic curve selection lemma is valid. 2) For X 1 , . . . , X l ≥ 0 and a positive integer m ∈ N, we have (X 1 + . . . + X l ) m ≈ X m 1 + . . . + X m l .
Therefore we see that K 1 ≈ T 1 if and only if for any m ∈ N, K m ≈ T m .
